
Some numericals for practice on   ‘charge and their properties’ and based on  

‘coulomb’s law’ –  

1. An object has an excess charge of -1.92 x 10-7C , how many excess electron does it have ?  ans- 120 

2. If a body gives out 109 electrons every second , how much time it required to get a total charge of 

1c from it ?                   ans - 198.8 years  

3 . Force between two point charges placed at distance ‘r’ is ‘F’ . what distance apart should they be 

kept in the same medium so the force between them is ‘2F’ ?       

4. Two point charges 4μC and 1μC are separated by a distance of 2m in air . find the point on the line  

joining the charges at which net electric force will be zero if 1μC charge is placed at that point .                

ans-4/3m 

5. consider three charges each ‘q’ are placed on the vertices of an equilateral triangle of side ‘l’ . 

What is the force on charge Q is placed at the centroid of the triangle ? 

6. Two fixed point charges +4e and +e are separated by a distance d . Where should the third point 

charge be placed for it to be in equilibrium ? 

7. Two metallic spheres A and B each carrying charge q repel each other with force F . A third 

identical metallic sphere C is made to touch the sphere A and B alternately and then removed away . 

What is the force of repulsion between A and B ?  

8. Two charges  ‘Q’  and ‘4Q’ are placed ‘d’ distance apart , a third charge  ‘q’ is placed between line 

joining of these two charges . Where should we placed third  charge and what should be the value of 

‘q’  in terms of ‘Q’  so that system will be in equilibrium ?  

9. A charge Q  is divided in two parts q and (Q-q) such that two parts exerts maximum force on each 

other . Calculate Q/q .  

10. Two small charged spheres  each of mass ‘m’ and charge ‘q’ coulomb are suspended from a point 

by insulating  massless threads each of length ‘l’ . If ϴ is the angle which each string makes with the 

vertical when equilibrium has  been reached , then show that     q2 = 4mg l2 sin2ϴtanϴ (4∏ϵ0) .     

  

 


